MSFRIC Lunch & Learns

Bring your lunch and learn in a casual environment!!! We will provide light snacks.

Nov 14, Noon: Citation Tools and Making MSFRIC Databases do the Work for you
Citations frustrate most researchers. Take advantage of citation tools and MSFRIC resources that help you get your citations completed quickly and efficiently.

Nov 28, Noon: Google Scholar: Ninja Style
Use Google Scholar like a Ninja! Learn the tips and tricks that will help you find citations and full-text resources in many libraries (including MSFRIC).

LibGuide: Citing Resources

Google Scholar

New Books and Articles

- Divine, Mark. The Way of the SEAL: Think Like an Elite Warrior to Lead and Succeed. Tantor Audio, 2018. 650.1 D618wa
- Fraser, Rebecca. The Mayflower: The Families, the Voyage, and the Founding of America." St. Martin’s Press, 2017. 974.402 F842m
- Lawrence, T.E. 27 Articles. Simon & Schuster, 2017. 355.33041 L423t
- Sonnenfeldt, Michael W. Think Bigger: And 39 Other Winning Strategies from Successful Entrepreneurs. Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2018. AUDIO on order
- Worline, Monica C. Awakening Compassion at Work: The Quiet Power that Elevates People and Organizations. Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2017. 658.314 W927a